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Abstract: Extraction and Recognition of text from any natural 

unstructured image is challenging. In this paper, an algorithm 

has been proposed which provides an efficient extraction of the 

text from the images for translation purposes. Optical character 

recognition (OCR) has been used to recognize the extracted 

information from images with the help of Prewitt operator. 

Pre-processing of images is carried out to enhance the desired 

information. Whereas noise and artefacts are removed from image 

using various filters to get optimized and quick results. From the 

experimental results, it can be concluded that the developed OCR 

system shows 100% accurate results in 5 scenarios out of 9 whilein 

the other cases the obtained results are near to desired results. 

Index Terms: OCR, Detection, Translation, Prewitt operator, 

Noise and Artefact removal, Recognition.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

OCR is a unique tool used to recognize text from any image. 

It is basically developed by using the neural network and 

machine learning concepts, in which neural network is 

trained by making a database of different kind of images of 

same characters. Further, machine learning helps in making 

the database or the retrieving information from it for example 

k-nearest approach etc. There are many complex and tough 

languages in the world that are hard to understand or 

translate. To overcome these problems many techniques have 

been proposed which can help in translating the languages 

just by pointing the camera on it, for example, google glasses 

etc. In continuation of the research in this field, in the present 

work, a real-time character extraction and recognition 

algorithm using the texture based approach has been 

proposed to extract and recognize text or character from 

natural images. Most conventional algorithms uses canny 

edge detector to find out the edges for detection of characters 

[4] but in this proposed algorithm convolution of Prewitt 

operator and image is used to calculate the edges of an image. 

In the remainder of the paper, section 2 contains the related 

work. Section 3 and section 4 give the detailed explanation 

about the designed problem and proposed methodology, 

respectively.  Further, a discussion of the experimental 

results is carried in section 5. Finally, section 6 contains the 

concluding remarks and scope for future work. 

II. RELATED WORK 

Since the beginning of 21st century, many algorithms are 

proposed to detect and recognize text from natural images in 

order to translate complex foreign languages into a simple 
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language so as to provide convenience to the user. Many 

popular and existing technologies are working over this, for 

example, Fuji Xerox etc.The Maximally Stable Extremal 

Regions (MSER) feature detector works well for finding text 

regions [1]. It works well for text because the consistent color 

and high contrast of text lead to stable intensity profiles. 

Although The MSER algorithm picks out most of the text, it 

also detects many other stable regions in the image that are 

not text. A rule-based approach is used to remove non-textual 

regions. For example, geo- metric  properties  of  text  can  be  

used  to  filter  out  non-textual  regions  using  simple 

thresholds. Alternatively, a machine learning approach is 

deployed to train a text vs. non-text classifier. Typically, a 

combination of the two approaches produces better results 

[4]. This proposed approach uses a simple rule-based 

approach to filter non-text regions based on geometric 

properties. Another common metric used to discriminate 

between text and non-text is stroke width [3]. Stroke width is 

a measure of the width of the curves and lines that make up a 

character. Text regions tend to have little stroke width 

variation, whereas non-text regions tend to have larger 

variations. Currently, three basic approaches are being used 

for detection of text and these approaches can be categorized 

as: 

A. Texture-based Approach 

The object detection with sliding windows is common among 

these approaches. Different textural properties of text are 

used to extract candidate sub-windows and these 

sub-windows are merged finally to evaluate the final output. 

Following approaches can easily deal with artifacts in the 

background scenes. But some unwanted regions are always 

present in the outputs which consume a large amount of space 

and time. 

B. Region-based approach 

The region-based approach mainly focuses on similarity 

standards of text, such as size, color, stroke width, edge and 

gradient information, pixels are together into connected 

components (CCs) and non-text CCs are filtered out with a 

geometric hypothesis orconditional random fields (CRFs). 

These approaches usually have lowers the computation 

complexities and the outputs can closely cover the text 

regions. However, their algorithms face more challenges in 

litter background. 

C. Hybrid Approach 

Hybrid  approaches  seek  to  introduce  a  textural  property  

of  text  regions  into  the 

region-based  approach.   
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These  approaches  take  advantages  of  both  region-based  

approaches which can closely cover text regions and 

texture-based approaches which can estimate  the  course  

text  location  in  litter  scenes.  However, they are also 

time-consuming. 

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT 

The main aim is to develop an algorithm which automatically 

reads text from every kind of natural image and extract the 

information or text for translation under certain 

circumstances.Mainly an image is classified into two types: 

a. Structured scenes. 

b. Unstructured scenes. 

Currently, many techniques are being utilized for structured 

scenes. In which the scenes, as well as the text location in the 

scene, is predetermined. The present work focuses on the 

regions of an image that contains text. It is performed in 

unstructured scenarios. These scenarios contain 

undetermined or random scenarios. For example, to detect 

and recognize text automatically from captured video to alert 

a driver about a road sign. This is different than structured 

scenes. 

Generally, during the acquisition of images, some difficulties 

are faced such as: 

a. Presence of noise and artifacts in the captured images (light 

condition, reflection, blurring, shadows etc.). 

b. Variation in the written text such as different font styles 

and font sizes. 

c. Variation in devices that are used for capturing the images 

(VGA camera, low megapixel camera phone). 

These difficulties are overcome in this proposed work by 

converting them to binary images without losing the region of 

interest. Binary images are not affected by light conditions. 

Firstly, the text is localized in the natural image then the 

conversion takes place [2]. Noise and artifacts such as 

granular noise are removed by the use of filters. 

IV. METHODOLOGY 

The proposed algorithm is mainly divided into four major 

sections. Firstly, pre-processing of the images is carried out 

to remove physical anomalies after which filter and operators 

are applied for detection of edges. Further, noise and artifacts 

are removed so that extraction and recognition of character 

can be done. 

 
 

Fig. 1 Block diagram of the proposed algorithm 

 

A. Pre-Processing of Image  

Natural images are divided  into three categories for 

pre-processing first is bright light condition images (BLC) 

second is low light condition images (LLC) and the last is 

reflective and scratched surfaces images (RSS). During 

pre-processing, the image is first, acquired and resized, then 

converted into two-dimensional matrix data from three- 

dimensional matrix data. The image acquired is in the form of 

a matrix of the pixel that is needed to be adjusted or resized as 

per requirement. It is necessary because the image acquired 

may be from different means like mobile phones, low sized 

screenshot, VGA and web camera which produce different 

size of images and may take very long time to acquire the text 

area or it will not produce the appropriate output. There is a 

need to increase or decrease the size hence providing a 

platform where computation is reduced to an optimum level. 

This task is done by resizing the captured image. After 

resizing the image so obtained needs to be converted into a 

gray image. The conversion of RGB image is too narrow 

down the matrix elements range and reduce down the 

computations.  As the RGB image obtained is a 

three-dimensional matrix. Hence it has high complexity in 

manipulating or processing it.  An image is consisting of 

three major components, brightness (intensity), hue and 

saturation. Grayscale images are composed of shades of gray, 

varying from black to white (0 to 255 levels). Whereas, an 

RGB image contains the mix of three colors, and require all 

the three properties to assimilate an image. So, there is a need 

to convert an RGB image into the gray scale image to 

eliminating the hue and saturation component from the 

former image. Now after the conversion, enhancement of the 

image is necessary to extract out the desired information from 

the image shown in (see fig. 3.a). So the image is categorized 

into three bright light conditions are directly moved to next 

phase of application of filter and operators. Low light  

image‟s  contrast  is  enhanced  with  the  help  of  adaptive  

histogram equalization (AHE). And in last reflective and 

scratched images are enhanced with the help of High- 

frequency emphasis function (HFE) [6] as the main objective 

is to get a final image from which text extraction is easier 

compared to the captured image. 

He (u, v) = a + b Hhp (u, v)               (1) 

Where a and b will be positive and a value will lie in the range 

of 0.25 to 0.5 and b>a therefore its value will lie in the range 

of 1.5 to 2.5. 

 
Fig. 2 Enhancement of image after conversion of captured 

image into grayscale image 
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B. Application of Filters and Operators 

Afterpre-processingoftheimagetheedgesofthegrayimagearee

valuateditwill 

differentiatebetweenthenoise,artefactsandareaofinterest.Thee

dgedetectionisdone 

withthehelpofPrewittoperator.Thisoperatorisusedinimagepro

cessing,majorly 

withedgedetectionalgorithms.ThePrewittoperatorisusedforco

nvolutingtheimage 

withasmall,separable,andintegervaluedfiltermatrix,inhorizon

talandverticaldirections.Theoperatorcalculatesthegradientoft

heimageintensityateachpoint,givingthedirectionofthelargestp

ossibleincreasefromlighttodarkandtherateofchange 

inthatdirection.Theresultshowsthechangesinthepixelvaluesan

ddirectionwhich 

aremagnifiedaftertheapplicationoffiltersandoperators. 

C. Prewitt Operator 

 

ThesearebasicallyofthreetypesofPrewittoperator[7]andtheop

eratorusesthree 

3×3kernelswhichareconvolvedwiththeoriginalimagetocalcul

ateapproximations 

ofthederivatives–horizontal,verticalanddiagonalchange.Aisd

efinedasthesource 

image,andGxandGyaretwoimageswhichateachpointcontainth

ehorizontaland 

verticalderivativeapproximations,whichcanbecomputedas: 

 

Gx =  
−1 0 1
−1 0 1
−1 0 1

 ∗ A          (2) 

 

Gy =  
−1 −1 −1
0 0 0
1 1 1

 ∗ A         (3) 

 

Where “*” here denotes the 1-dimensional convolution 

operation. 

The x-coordinate is defined here as increasing in the right 

direction, and the y-coordinate is defined as increasing in the 

down direction. At each point in the image, the resulting 

gradient approximations can be combined to give the 

gradient magnitude, using: 

G =  Gx2 + Gy2             (4) 

Gradient‟s direction is calculated by  

Ɵ = atan
2
 (Gx ,Gy)             (5) 

 

Θ is 0 for a vertical edge which is darker on the right side. 

D. Noise and Artefacts Removal 

A histogram is developed after the application of filters and 

operator which is used to analyze the values of the pixel 

present in the image „I‟. By analyzing (fig. 3.b) it is observed 

that most of the pixels present are toward zero only which 

means that portion that it has more dark part than the white 

part. As observed in the (fig. 3a) the text has all white portion 

and its value is towards 256. Afterwards, the thresholding is 

carried out to differentiate pixels in two category white (high 

value) and black (low value). There is an advantage that the 

obtained image consists of only two-pixel values that reduce 

down the computation time significantly. 

An area filter is used to remove the other entire component 

and keeps only the required region of interest. A specific 

range of areas is allowed under which the filter allows only 

connected component of that area range rest other pixels are 

rejected. Morphological operations are applied after area 

filtering such as opening by using diamond structuring 

element. After this process the output comes out as shown inn 

(fig. 3.d). 

 

    
 

Fig. 3 (a) Resultant image “I” (b) histogram of resultant 

image “I” (c) Binary image obtained after thresholding (d) 

image obtained after noise and artefacts removal 

 

E. Extraction of Text or Characters 

Afterward,croppingoftheimageisdonetoextractoutthetextand

characters,but 

itisanunstructuredscenario,therefore,locationisunknownsoloc

alizationoftext 

takesplacebyextractingdifferenttexturalpropertiesoftextwhic

hareusedtoextract 

candidatesub-windowsandthesesub-windowsaremergedfinall

ytoevaluatethefinal 

output[4].Firsthorizontalsub-windowsareusedtodetectlinesfr

omimagethenverticalsub-windowsareusedtodetectcharacterfr

omtheimageasshownin(seefig.4). 

Withthis,everypartgetextractedwithsomeextracomponentsi.e.

thespacebetween 

twocharactersandithasallvalueszeroinitjustlikethecharactersp

aceisverymuch 

smallerinsize.Thereforematrixwithallelementszeroandlessins

izeisremoved,thus 

protectingwordsspaceasshownin(fig.5aand5b). 

 

 
Extraction by 

employing 

detection of row 

matrix element. 

 

 
Elimination of 

unnecessary width on 
1st detected section. 

 

 
Elimination of 

unnecessary width on 
2nd detected section 

 

 

Fig. 4 Extraction of words from different lines 

 

 (a) 
 

(b) 

 
Fig. 5 Extraction of characters from words (a) Words 

segmentation for 1st section (b) Words segmentation for 2nd 

section. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULT 

Atechniquehasbeendevelopedfordetectionaswellasextraction

oftextandcharacter.Robustclassesandfunctionsofimageproces

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Image_processing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Convolution
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singtechniquesareemployedinthis  

proposedalgorithm.Capturedimageisconvertedintobinaryima

gethenrow-column 

detectionisdoneafterthatlettersareextractedfromword.Extract

edlettersarematched 

withthetemplatestorecognizethecharacter.Shownin(fig.6)No

wthetimeisdifferentfordifferentcategoryofimagesasitisobserv

edfromtable2tisclearfromthe 

timecurvethatnoiseandartefactsremovaltookthemosttimeofth

eproposedsystem. 

 

Table 1 Detailed Analysis of different Natural Images 
Ima

ge 

Typ

e 

Original 

Image size 

Resize 

Factor 

 

No. of 

edges 

 

Total time 

(in sec) 

 

AH

E 

 

H

F

E 

 

Fig.  

6.1.c 

4.11MB 

3456x4608 

0.3 13139

2 

10.5301 No N

o 

Fig.  

6.2.c 

3.90 MB 

4608x3456 

0.1 13638

3 

7.4773 Yes N

o 

Fig. 

6.3.c 

1.71 MB 

1605x2185 

0.1 11718

6 

2.6444 No Y

e

s 

 

Table 2 Graphical Representation of time taken in 

corresponding stages  

 
BLC image ( fig. 6.1.c)  

 
LLC image ( fig.6.2.c) 

 
RSS image ( fig. 6.3.c) 

 
Table 3 Accuracy and Error Analysis of Proposed System 
Imag

e 

Type 

Image 

No. 

Tota

l 

Cha

ract

ers 

Correctl

y 

matched 

characte

r 

Mismat

ched 

Charact

er 

Miss

ed 

Char

acter 

Accura

cy (in 

%) 

 

Error (in 

%) 

BLC 

Imag

e 

Fig 

(6.1.a) 

8 8 0 0 100 0 

Fig 

(6.1.b) 

11 11 0 0 100 0 

Fig 

(6.1.c) 

16 8 0 8 50 0 

LLC 

Imag

Fig 

(6.2.a) 

14 11 3 0 78.57 27.27 

e Fig 

(6.2.b) 

11 11 0 0 100 0 

Fig 

(6.2.c) 

7 7 4 0 100 57.14 

RSS 

Imag

e 

Fig 

(6.3.a) 

20 14 2 4 70 10 

Fig 

(6.3.b) 

15 15 0 0 100 0 

Fig 

(6.3.c) 

63 50 0 13 79.36 0 

 

Accuracy and error analysis of every image used in this 

proposed system is done in(table 3) in this three parameters 

are calculated to estimate accuracy and error ofproposed 

system. Matched character parameter is used to calculate 

accuracy and mismatched character parameter is used to 

calculate error in the system. 

 
(a) Hospital 

 
(b)Animal House 

 
(c) Larousse 

 
(a) Danger 

 
(b) Drops of LIFE 

 
(c) Lucknow 

 
(a) 13 Persons OTIS 

 
(b) Emergency 

Window 

 
(c) Discrete 

Mathematics 

 
Fig. 6 (a) BLC Image (b) LLC Image (c) RSS Image 

 

VI. CONCLUSION 

Recognizing and extraction of character from natural images 

is a challenging task, till dietitian area of research to make the 

machine capable of detecting characters with hundred 

percent efficiency from real-time images. Edge detection 

algorithm tool isalsoused, called Prewitt operator to 

detecttheedgespresentinourimage. 

Otherfilterslikebinaryimagepropertyfilter,areafiltersareusedt

oassesstheimage 

forcertaintypeofpatterns,whicharecalledattributeoftheimageli

ke,eccentricity, 

solidity,orotherEulernumberconstraints.Alltheseattributesim

posedrestrictionson 

theinputimagetopasstheseconditions.Thiswillomittheunwant

eddataandenhance thedataanticipated. 

Thisresearchfieldhasnocloseendsandhasimmenseapplication

s,takingintoconcernsthefutureprospectsitcanbeclearlyseentha

tcombiningthisconceptwith 

MATLABwindowsapplicationintegrationandgraphicaluserIn

terface,imageprocessingtoolsofMATLABenvironmentcanbe

easilydesigned.Asitisobservedfrom 
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(seetable1andtable2)thatthetimerequiredforbigimagesishight

omakearealtime 

systemoutputtimeshouldbereducedandfigure6.2.a,6.3.band6.

2.ccontainHindi 

languagebesidesEnglishsothefuturesystemcantranslatemultip

lelanguagesata time. 
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